Emergency Signaling and Control
Systems for Correctional Facilities

An integrated control and alert system that allows
you to back up your staff with more than just words
Scalable solutions empower you to start
with the system you require and expand
as the need arises
Open architecture allows integration of
third party applications
Client server architecture provides
visibility of operations throughout the facility
- at minimum extra cost

Fully accountable system

Cost-saving over time - reduced
insurance premiums, decreased equipment
theft and loss

Dual-technology staff alert
transmitter, provides exact
location and identification
Man-down alert
Network-capable - sends event
alerts to multiple computers
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Supported by: Local Positioning Systems

™

Signaling Network Solutions

Tracks key assets

Access Control Solutions
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Comprehensive system provides
accurate event information
Outfitted with dual-technology transmitters, staff members can call
for assistance wherever they are in your facility. Tags specifically
designed for correctional officers provide assistance when officers
cannot independently call for help: the transmitter will automatically
send an alert when it is at a tilt of more than 60 degrees. Visonic
Technologies (VT) revolutionary technology provides accurate
locating, even within a set of rooms, while also enabling signaling
through walls. Integrating with CCTV allows you to track movement
of a staff member under duress and maintain a record of the event.

System integrity is everything
Designed for 100% accountability, our system is built with internal
checks, so it works properly at all times. Service alerts (such as
low battery) are sent directly and specifically to the responsible
employee. The hardware infrastructure is fully supervised, with
checks performed periodically.

Man-down Transmitter

Outdoor Wireless Repeater

Modular and simple to use
The system is completely modular, allowing for easy plug-in and
out of parts. End users can easily manage and maintain their own
system reducing the need for service calls. The solution is completely
scalable, allowing you to choose the elements that fit your needs
today, while maintaining the flexibility to add additional features in
the future.

Keep track of your equipment
Our system allows you to monitor and control many of your building
functions and automatically watch over various items such as sump
pumps, freezers, refrigeration units and more while receiving reports
of any malfunction. Intelligently integrating with third-party equipment
such as CCTV and access control, the system allows for recording
and database storing of events for future use. Similarly, the system
can†tracks assets such as medical equipment or other portable
items to ensure they remain on site.

Wireless transmitters
Handheld transmitters
Waterproof transmitter
Universal wireless transmitter

State-of-the-Art Patented Technology
Round-the-clock support for each and every staff
member, allowing for immediate response, wherever
they are in the facility
Manual and automatic emergency signaling –
responding staff can be notified even when C/O can't
activate a call for help
Powered by Eiris™ - a full server-client based software
provides simple interface to monitor a number of facility
systems and enables specific alert signals to be displayed
where needed (i.e.: staff emergency alerts to control,
system management alerts to system administrator)

Easy integration of third-party devices like fence
alarm/control and CCTV
Full accountability - all receivers, repeaters, input/output
modules, power supplies and infrastructure checked
periodically for malfunction
Critical equipment monitoring - track institution assets
Coverage of both outdoor and indoor areas of your
facility

